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Mastering exceptions:

Exceptions are objects! They have classes with constructors.

They enable non-local continuation of control

If \( f \) calls \( g \) and \( g \) calls \( h \), exceptions can shift control from \( h \) to \( f \) without waiting for \( g \) to return.

(Exception handling tends to be slow.)
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```
try:
    <try suite>
    except <exception class> as <name>:
        <except suite>
...
```

**Execution rule:**

The `<try suite>` is executed first

If, during the course of executing the `<try suite>`, an exception is raised that is not handled otherwise, and

If the class of the exception inherits from `<exception class>`, then

The `<except suite>` is executed, with `<name>` bound to the exception
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def invert_safe(x):
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        return invert(x)
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```python
def oski(bear):
    def cal(berk):
        nonlocal bear
        if bear(berk) == 0:
            return [berk+1, berk-1]
        bear = lambda ley: berk-ley
        return [berk, cal(berk)]
    return cal(2)

oski(abs)
```

```
Global frame
  oski

f1: oski [parent=G]
  bear
  cal
  Return Value

f2: cal [parent=f1]
  berk 2
  Return Value

f3: cal [parent=f1]
  berk 2
  Return Value

f4: λ [parent=f2]
  ley 2
  Return Value 0

list
  0 3 1
```

```
func oski(bear)[parent=G]
func λ(ley) [parent=f2]
func cal(berk) [parent=f1]
```
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